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11 October, 2016 

A Story of Love and Choices 

This is a story of love, tragedy and choices. It is also a story of challenges faced by the 

characters. The book is by Rainbow Rowell and is titled Eleanor & Park. It is a story of a 

teenage love affair set in Omaha in 1986. The main character, Eleanor, is an at risk 14-year-old 

from a dysfunctional family entering a new school. She has a psychopathic stepfather that I feel 

right away is a danger to her. She faces real challenges. She dresses like a boy and doesn’t have 

the same access to things like music that other kids have. All the kids at the new school picked 

on her. But this is a love story and Eleanor finds her love in Park. He is the lone Asian kid in a 

school populated by Anglos and Blacks. At first they don’t like each other, but they share classes 

and a seat on the bus. Park is from a more loving and functional family and soon he began to 

share first comics books and then music with Eleanor. Mutual interests lead to friendship and 

friendship leads to a challenging love relationship. I can really relate to this Romeo and Juliet 

story. There is another boy in Eleanor’s life—her younger brother Ben. He lives in the same 

dysfunctional household with Eleanor. Even more than Eleanor he is terrorized by the stepfather 

Richie but he doesn’t know how to handle it. He has started to move away from Eleanor and 

support Richie. He and Eleanor should really stick together and help each other if they are to 

make it through. I feel sorry for him and just want to shake some sense into him. There is also 

one male character in the story that I really respect—Mr. Stessman, Park’s and Eleanor’s English 

teacher. He helps Eleanor realize some of her potential and helps her increase her self-esteem 
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and self-knowledge. It is in these English classes that Park realizes that Eleanor is an intelligent 

and interesting person. As his respect grows love blossoms.  In this assignment I am writing a 

letter to each of these four characters. To me this is really a story of the choices each character 

makes. I want to write each and tell him what they did good and what things could turn out better 

if they made different decisions. Eleanor, Park, Ben and Mr. Stessman are people who makes 

choices and these choices can lead to tragedy or to hope for the young lovers. I want to give each 

my advice for bringing hope in my letter. 
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Dear Eleanor, 

 When I think of you I think of how you felt at the beginning of the story and how you felt 

at the end. In the beginning thinking about the school bus you thought “all of them hated you 

before they’d even laid eyes on you” (Ch.2). At the end of the story you have gone through a 

love and growth experience. You think of Park and then think, “explanations fell apart 

everything true was too hard to write—he was too much to lose. Everything you felt for him was 

too hot to touch” (Ch.56).  I can relate to you because you are different, dress funny and made 

choices that increased your hope for happiness.  At the beginning you were the new kid who 

dressed like a boy and everybody seemed to be against you. Both you and Park were wrapped up 

in your own fears. You have a dysfunctional family and your stepdad Richie is a real low life and 

dangerous. 

 In your first meetings with Park both of you are wrapped up in your own fears. Then you 

and Park make choices and you stumble into loving each other. You still face danger from your 

psychotic stepdad and eventually you have to run away. You have  Park drive you to your aunt 

and uncle in Saint Paul.  You are safe now and in a new school and more accepted but you still 

have feelings for Park and I think you still have feelings for your mom and brothers and sister. 

You may even feel that you are not good enough for Park. I think that is why you do not answer 

his letters. 

 What I want to tell you in this letter is you are a good person, and you still have choices 

to make if there is to be the full measure of hope in your life.  You were right to run away from 

your stepdad but don’t cut yourself off from your mom and brother and sister. I think you still 
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love them and at some time in some way you may be able to help them. As far as Park, don’t 

break off the relationship, you still have his phone number. You think that a relationship in the 

future can never be as good as the love experience you have already had. Nobody knows the 

future though and you may be giving up hope because of your fear. 

 The music I recommend for you is jazz because it suits you on sad days. It sometimes 

helps me over comes my fears and make choices which bring me hope. God bless you Eleanor. I 

know you been through a lot and it has not been easy.  You have face your challenges and 

created a life of hope for yourself. Keep having the courage you have already shown. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Christina Warden 
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Dear Park, 

 When I think of you, I think of how you were at the beginning of the story and the 

changes you have gone through. Then I think about how the story ends for you. In the beginning 

you are sitting on the school bus wishing you didn’t have to be with kids you have known all 

your life. You think “once you start driving to school you can listen to whatever you want or 

nothing at all…” (Ch.1). At the end of the story you are laying in your room thinking “Eleanor 

hadn’t written you a letter. It was a postcard. GREETINGS FROM THE LAND OF 10,000 

LAKES…It filled your head with song lyrics. You sat up. You smiled. Something heavy and 

winged took off from your chest” (Ch.58). You have been through a love experience and have 

grown as a person. This experience didn’t just happen to you. You made choices as events 

happened, and these choices led to the love and growth you experienced. 

 You start out not caring about the people around you. You only care about your comics 

and your music. Then a strange new girl is on your school bus and you allow her to sit next to 

you. You find she is in some of your classes too. She is not cool and she get picked on. 

Personally, I would approach because she is new and she seems to need a friend. I think that is 

partly the reason you begin to take an interest in her. In English class she comes out of her shell 

and you begin to see some of her good qualities. On the bus you begin to share your comics and 

your music with her. Friendship develops and then turn into love. Eventually you fight to make 

the other kids stop picking on her. You get suspended from school. You don’t always get along 

with your dad but you find he support you in this.  Your dad remembers he always loved your 

mom and being Asian she is different from the norm in white America. He can understand you in 

this. Your mom doesn’t like Eleanor at first, but when she sees Eleanor with her dysfunctional 
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family she feels compassion for her. She tries to get Eleanor to dress more feminine. She also 

sends both of you out on a date.  

 What will I recommend to you? First, on your love for comics’ books, I think you will 

like the graphic novels we have in this 21st century. You and Eleanor liked to analyze the 

characters and personas of your 1980s comics. I think you both would find the greater depth of 

story and characters of our current graphic novels engrossing. 

 The big question though is: what are you going to do about Eleanor? It has been months 

since she left. You have written her letter after letter and she hasn’t answered. Then you get this 

postcard that says “GREETINGS FROM THE LAND OF 10,000 LAKES…”. According to the 

story you smiled and something heavy and winged took off from your chest. The ending doesn’t 

really tell us what you were going to do. Have you given up on her? Are you going to go to Saint 

Paul to try to see her? Are you going to try to contact her some other way? I hope the two of you 

can get back together. I think you should try and see her again. Don’t give up on love. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Christina Warden 
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Dear Ben, 

 There was not a lot written about you in this story. However, I know that having Richie 

as a stepfather isn’t easy. At the start of the book we were told “you have to sleep on the floor 

and you started to cry” (Ch.4). Later in the book Richie forces you to move from the bedroom 

with your brother and sisters to the basement by yourself. We learn from the book “…now you 

had to sleep down there… In your old house, you wouldn’t even go down to the basement…you 

were scared…of anything that started moving when the lights went out. Richie had already 

yelled at you twice for trying to sleep on top of the stairs” (Ch.32). I know you have it rough and 

it may get worse now that Eleanor is gone. You are the oldest now and at twelve years old you 

are becoming a man. I think Richie might be afraid of you and this may be why he is forcing you 

into the basement.  

 What advice can I give you?  On the music I don’t really know enough about you to 

make recommendations. On the more important questions on how to survive, I will tell you the 

following. You are twelve and face real challenges, but you can grow to be a good person. The 

important thing is the choices you make. I know you are scared, but you will need to be brave.  

There are also some things you can do to keep away from Richie. One might be to really move 

into the basement and make it a refuge for yourself. Another strategy is to seek outside friends 

and activities. This can help you avoid being under Richie’s thumb. Finally, to the extent you can 

defend your mom and your brother and sisters. Encourage your mom to get away from Richie. 

Also look for ways that you can keep in contact with Eleanor. Maybe you can help each other. 

Ben, I am sorry I can’t offer you more but I don’t know enough about you.  God bless you. 
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Sincerely, 

 

Christina Warden 
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Dear Mr. Stessman,  

 You are a good teacher and in a strange sort of way a match maker.  You really seem to 

like teaching English. However, I suspect there are times when you feel you are not having an 

impact on your students. In Eleanor’s case you really have a big effect. The story tells us that you 

have her read a poem in class on the first day and it is a moving experience. You tell her “That 

was wonderful, …I hope you’ll stay with us, Eleanor…that’s a voice that arrives on a chariot 

drawn by dragons” (Ch.3).  You are really telling Eleanor and her classmates that she is a person 

of consequence. This is really the beginning of drawing Eleanor out. Her reading also moves 

Park and he began to look at her in a different way. 

 The good thing though you did not stop there. The story tells us “you kept trying to draw 

her out—she was your new favorite target…” (Ch.10). This helps her and her classmates begin 

to realize that Eleanor was intelligent. I think Park began to show an interest in her when he saw 

how she performed in your class. That is why I think you are a match maker in a strange sort of 

way. You not only taught English, you helped young love.  

 What can I tell you? First you are a good teacher. I know you are disappointed that 

Eleanor has left. You know that you have an impact on her. You draw your students out and help 

them to think and feel and express themselves, and you really helped Eleanor. Keep up the good 

work.  

Sincerely, 

 

Christina Warden 
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 My four letters are about love, tragedy and choices. The first is to Eleanor. She faces a 

real dangerous home situation and she need to get out of that situation. But this is a love story 

and Eleanor meets Park. They work their way along a difficult path through friendship, love, and 

at the end of the story separation. My second letter is to Park. To me there is also the potential 

for tragedy in Eleanor’s younger brother Ben. With Eleanor leaving he is left behind to face their 

psychopathic stepfather. My third letter is to him. My last letter is to Eleanor’s and Park’s 

English teacher Mr. Stessman. 

 What ties and connect my four letters together? First they all revolve around Eleanor. 

Each touches Eleanor in some way. Second, each of the characters made choices in how to deal 

with the challenges faced. At the end of the story each still has challenges and choices to make. 

In my letters I try to give each my best advice for dealing with coming challenges. For Eleanor 

the choice is whether to contact Park and whether to stay in contact with her family. For Park the 

question is whether to try to keep trying to contact Eleanor. For Ben, with Eleanor gone he may 

face the problem and the threat of Richie. I gave him some advice on what I thought he could do 

to survive. For Mr. Stessman I told him he did a good job with Eleanor, but I know good teachers 

can get frustrated. I want him to persevere in teaching. All four are people that made choices in 

the story. But the story doesn’t end and there are still choices to be made on their life journeys. 

 I can feel for each of the characters, but my experiences in life have not been like theirs. 

Where I feel a similarity is in my life too I face challenges and choices. I make the best decisions 

I can and try as hard that I can. Still, like the characters, I know that not all my decisions will be 

right or my efforts successful. However, life is to be lived and some measure of hope will 

continue.
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